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BRIQUETTE INFORMATION SHEET
APPROVED SMOKELESS BRIQUETTES

Excel is a DEFRA approved fuel, authorised by government for
use in smoke control zones across the UK. It is HETAS approved
for Open Fires and Closed Appliances. Excel is a low ash, high
heat, versatile and robust ovoid. Easy to light, long lasting with a
powerful radiant heat, Excel has been a firm favourite with
Consumers and Coal Merchants for over 20 years. If you’ve a
multi-fuel stove or an open fire, or indeed you’re a canal boat
enthusiast, this is your fuel of choice!

Originally designed for use as a stove (closed appliance) fuel, this
ovoid has been modified slightly to perform equally as well on an
open fire. DEFRA and HETAS approved, this briquettes
performance is the reason why it’s the UK’s fasted growing
product in the Manufactured Smokeless Fuels sector. Coal
Merchants will enjoy it’s robust shape, free of degradation,
Consumers will love the low ash, high heat a versatility. Winter
days and nights are so much cosier with Newheat!

HIGH QUALITY BRIQUETTES

This is the fuel that Scotland and Northern England try to keep
to themselves! High heat, Low ash. Glow by name, glow by
nature! Excellent value for money, slumbers readily and
responds beautifully as you allow a little air through the fire-bed.
If you’re in a rural environment, where Winter can be a little
harsher than most of us endure, Glow has to be your Briquette of
choice!....psst you can get this in the Midlands and South too!

A more recent, but hugely popular, addition to the Oxbow
stable. It’s performance belies its status as the UK’s leading
economy fuel. Red is quickly becoming the ‘go to’ fuel for those
consumers now troubled with the quality and availability of
traditional Housecoal. The addition of a little bituminous coal to
our raw material feedstock enhances the fuels performance. Easy
to light, a long flickering flame, low ash, high heat. Coal quality
has diminished significantly in the last 3-4 years…Red is your
chance to experience, once again, how good a ‘real coal fire’ can
feel! Suitable for open fires and multi-fuel stoves. Great
performance and great value for money!

